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Not So Pointless
Nothing’s pointless when the
Working Class Movement
Library benefits. That’s what
the show may be called but it’s
become far from that as far as
we’re concerned.
Our warmest thanks to writer,
Radio 6 DJ and Library Friend
Stuart Maconie for nominating
us as his chosen charity when
he appeared on Pointless
Celebrities on BBC1 recently.
Not only did he nominate us,
he only went and won the
show!
Stuart with Library Manager Lynette

We were delighted to receive

£1250 as his share of the
winnings.
We have put that money to
practical use in purchasing
stuff to help us preserve
precious items in our
collection – acid-free folders,
archival storage boxes and the
like. As you can imagine,
given the amount of material
we hold the costs of looking
after it properly are huge, and
unexpected windfalls like this
are a tremendous help.
Cheers Stuart, we’re most
grateful.

pedal 4 progress
People really are good to the
Library and appreciate what we
have here. Fund raising cyclists
‘pedal4progress’ dedicated one of
their four 2016 cycling challenges
to us.
90 years on from the general
strike they celebrated the role of
rank and file workers and the
work of the strike committees
during this, one of the most
significant of disputes during the
last century. Mobilised to
support the miners, who were
striking against pay cuts, the
TUC call for solidarity was met
with formidable strength.

major
locations of
historical
interest during
the strike. The
ride
culminated in
a social in the
Kings Arms,
near the
Library.
Cyclists Anna Burton, Matthew Tollitt, Jason Cook,
An impressive
Michael McKrell, Pete Middleman, Paul Collins,
£370 was raised
and Les Doherty. The eighth member, Richard
by the cyclists
with a further
£150 donated by the Halton Local To get more information on
Government branch of UNISON. these cycling socialists you can
Thanks all.
check them out on their website

The ‘Lancashire is Solid’ ride on
14th May, with eight participants, What a way to rause money for
good causes, and keep fit as well.
in support of the Library started
out in Preston and passed all the

pedal4progress.wordpress.com

Formed 150 Years Ago This Year
In 2 years’ time we’ll be
celebrating the 150th
anniversary of the Trades Union
Congress which had its’ first
meeting in the Mechanics
Institute, Manchester in 1868.
But really the story started two
years earlier with this extract
from the minutes of the July
1866 Manchester Typographical
Society meeting in the hand of
the secretary William H Wood.
The Library is proud to be the
repository for such an important
document. The Treasurer
referred to was one Samuel C
Nicholson. It was these two, as
secretary and chairman,
respectively, of a provisional
committee who called the first
meeting for Thursday
September 20th 1866 to be held
in the Three Crowns Inn,
Salford.
Those of you who are familiar
with the history of the TUC will
be aware that the same two
names appear on the invitation
to attend the first Congress of
Trades Councils and other
Federation of Trades Societies
two years later in 1868.

The Three Crowns Inn

So the documents relating to the
very beginning of a national
trade union structure are held
here in the Working Class
Movement library.

of the Trades Councils for which
no records survive.

It’s interesting to note that Wood
and Nicholson were clearly
having discussions with other,
unknown, parties independent
of their own organisation, so the
provisional committee mustn’t
have been a
representational one.

in 1866 right up until 1974 when,
with local government
reorganisation, trades councils
reformed around the new
boundaries and Manchester and
Salford Trades Councils went
their separate ways. But still
carrying on doing the good work.

It’s further interesting to
note that, whilst the two
were appointed delegates
to the Trades Council from
the Typographical Society
and held senior offices
within both organisations,
minutes of the Society over
the next years make no
reference to any report
back.

There is an exhibition
celebrating the anniversary
running in the Library until 26
August and we hope you will be
able to pop in and take a browse.

So much for accountability,
but more importantly for
us, it’s a loss of resource
for tracing early activities

The Trades Council played an
important part in organising and
campaigning from its inception

A travelling version was on
display, in the very room of the
first TUC at the Mechanics in
Manchester, during May Day
celebrations organised by
Manchester Trades Council. It
will be on display again in
November when Salford Trades
Council has its turn to celebrate
the anniversary.

Another Anniversary
This year marks the 100th
anniversary of the Easter
Rising. We are lucky at the
Library in having one of the
best collections of literature
anywhere in England on the
struggles of the Irish people for
independence.
The Library's extensive
collection of books on Ireland
is derived principally from the
libraries of two outstanding
historians and political
activists: T A Jackson, founder
member of the Communist
Party of Great Britain and an
outstanding orator, writer and
organiser, and C Desmond
Greaves, one of Ireland's
leading labour historians and
editor of the Connolly
Association monthly paper,
Irish Freedom - from 1945 The
Irish Democrat.
The collection begins in the
late 18th century and includes
the rebellion of the United
Irishmen in 1798; risings in
1803, 1848 and 1867; the rise of
the Irish Nationalist Party and
later Sinn Fein; the 1916 Easter
Rising; the War of
Independence; the Civil War;
trade unionism; and the
women's suffrage movement.
As well as political history the
collection includes poetry,
music, drama and fiction.
A recent donation of Connolly
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Association material
includes rare material
relating to
paramilitaries, both
Catholic and Protestant.
The Library also has
letters from Republican
prisoners, which were
smuggled out of Long
Kesh in the early 1980s.
There are good runs of
journals and newspapers
such as the Connolly
Association's Irish
Democrat, Unity: weekly
paper of the Communist Party
of Ireland, An Phoblacht and
Troops. A very well used
resource by researchers from
all over the world.
It is our policy to always have
a Trustee from across the
water to maintain the link with
our collection. Currently it’s
historian Francis Devine
pictured here on the left with
Library volunteer Stuart Walsh
and Dr Stefan Braun at the
launch last month in Dublin of
Saothar 41, this year’s edition of
the journal of the Irish Labour
History Society.
Our next exhibition, starting in
September, will be a
celebration of the life of
republican and socialist James
Connolly, executed by the
British for his part in the Rising.

New Mayor & Trustee
We reported last time that
Library friend and elected
Mayor of Salford, Ian Stewart,
would not be standing for reelection. Well, elections have
taken place and his replacement
is Labour councillor Paul
Dennett, another supporter of
the Library, which can’t be a bad
thing for us. Congratulations
Paul, we look forward to a good
working relationship during
your term of office.
Readers may recall that the
Library has a trustee place set
aside for a representative of
Salford Council. During the
reign the previous mayor, it was
Steve Ord, our local ward
councillor. Like with all regime
changes things impact along the
line and he has been replaced.
Steve did a great job for us,
proving to be an excellent
lobbyist for us with the Council
and we wish him well in his
future political activities. His
replacement will be Councillor
John Ferguson, who knew both
Ruth and Eddie Frow and
whose Unite branch has long
been a trade union friend of the
Library, so we think it’s safe to
assume that we will have the
continuity of a strong supportive
link with the local authority.
Welcome John.

Trade Union Support
We’re quite overwhelmed.
Trade Union donations
exceeded £11,000 in the quarter
just gone. What amazing
support we get from the
movement. Leading the way in
terms of size of donation was
Unite the Union who pledged
last year to pay our business
rate charges costing over £3,000.
Another for our catalogue

North West Regional TUC.

maintenance contract will
hopefully come later in the year.
In addition we also received
support nationally from
Advance and TSSA. Regionally
and locally we’ve had help from
CWU, Equity, GMB, NASUWT,
UCATT, UNISON and Unite as
well as 16 trades councils. Not
forgetting, of course, our own

Something we really enjoyed
was a visit from a group of
USDAW learning reps for a tour
of the Library. Nice to see that
the history of the movement is
still on education agendas. Why
not include us in one of your
programmes?
Once again, many thanks to
everyone for your support.

A New Account

One for the Diary

Our bank, Unity Trust was
founded in 1984 by the trade
unions, and according to its
website was born out of the
simple idea that trade unions
wanted a different type of bank
– a bank that was concerned
with the creation of the
common good.

One Day Conference 17th September 2016

Things seem to have gone a
little astray recently because it
has introduced charges to its
customers. There is now a
monthly charge of £6 on all
accounts, plus, applicable to us,
a levy of 15p on each
transaction. This means the
bank will be taking £600+ off
us in charges, no small amount.
In order to minimise the
damage we’ve opened an
account with the Charities Aid
Foundation Bank who don’t
charge and we will in future
process as many transactions
as possible through them.
We haven’t closed the Unity
Trust account so that all our
friends won’t be inconvenienced,
but you could do something
for us if you like. Bearing in
mind that 15p of each standing
order payment will go to the
bank, you could consider

Radical Women
1880-1914
The decades spanning the turn
of the twentieth century saw an
upsurge in female activism as
women began to organise

themselves into trade unions,
take part in the socialist debates
on social and economic change,
and demand the vote.
Radical women had a significant
effect on working class
industrial power. The London
matchgirls' strike of 1888
sparked the rise of New
Unionism, which combined
socialism with trade unionism.
The co-operative movement and
syndicalists also benefited from
the hard work and determination
of female members.
The conference will celebrate the
battles and achievements of
these women in the drive to
achieve a fairer and more
balanced society.

moving yours over to our new
account. It’s in the same name,
Working Class Movement
Library, the sort code is 40:52:40
and account no. 00029407.
A final thought, all the trade
unions bank with Unity Trust,
how much will the collection of
monthly subs cost them?

Working Class Movement Library

Keynote speakers Professor
Sheila Rowbottom, Manchester
University and Professor Karen
Hunt, Keele University.
More information at
www.wcml.org.uk/radicalwom
enconf.
Tickets price £20 (£7.50
unwaged) must be booked in
advance via
trustees@wcml.org.uk
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